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Obi act ives

As stated in the original program narrative, three objectives were
set for the UCIA Latin American Center's Project Mexico:

1. To train a group of conmunity college instructors from
Southern California in an interdisciplinary approach to
the study of Mexican culture.

2. To produce new curriculum materials for use in classroom
instruction.

3. To develop a systematic model for the study of other Iatin
American countries.

The above goals implied another objective which became more explicit as the
project progressed:

4. To coordinate and disseminate a "cultural package" of
teaching nodules dealing with Mexico.

Project Mexico was planned as an integral part of the Center's ongoing
community outreach program. It was felt that in-country teacher training would
complement our current work in curriculum development and bilingual/bicultural
education. The guiding principle underlying the project was to provide each
particilant with direct personal experience of Mexican culture. As a result,
in organizing activities abroad emphasis was placed won living with Mexican
fhmilies, educational tours, and individual projects. Our major concern in
the classroom was to expose pirticirating instruct!ors to the Mexican point of
view. Intensive academic activity was reserved for workolhans at MIA after
participants had an opportunity to pursue additional reading and assimilate
the learning experience as a whole.

Rationale

The following results, as projected in our original proposal, are
currently being realized:

1. To intensify the Mexican and latin American area content
of various subjects taught at the community college level,

2. To provide Mexican-Americans With a greater linowledge and
understanding of their cultural heritage as a foundation for
a clearer perception of their role in American society.
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3. To improve the Zuro-American's understanding of the richness
and diversity of the Mexican and Latin American cultural
experience as a my of overcoming ethnocentric stereotypes
that often result from lack of information.

4. To contribute to greater intercultural understanding between
Americans of different cultural backgrounds.

5. To provide educatioml input at the community college level
in Southern California and eventually the entire state as well
as other states that border on Mexico.

As the mjor latin American studies resource in Southern California,
ola- Center is dedicated to commmity service that reaches beyond the confines
of the UCIA campus. The successful conpletion of Project Mexico represents
the first step in a new direction, one which is helping us to expend our
commitments and utilize our resources and experience in teething and research.

The conceptual orientation underlying Project Mexico was derived from an
approach utilized in the Iatin American Studies Program at UCIA. Our multi-
disciplinary focus involves students in the study of peoples of Iatin America
through an integrative ideological, technological, and societal perspective.
The primary objective is to foster the development of amlytical &dile
consistent with the humanistic and social sciences traditions of inquiry.

According to this conceptual orientation culture, or behavior, is
viewed as the mnifestation of three interacting comporsents: ideology, which
tncludes nan's knowledge, beliefs, and values- teth1,13ogy, which refers to
the techniques, emrgy, and mterials utilized In 72: a in his environment; and
social organization, which describes the ralatio: a, structures, and
institutions by which nan orders his interectio other men. The three
components are seen as interdependent, with sad Acting and being affected
by the others. This sociocultural framework is in Figure 1.

As an analytic tool, our conceptial orientation serves as an innovative
and meaningilil framework far exploring human diversity and complexity in the
context of latin American societies. It also 4mcourages an elpreciation of
the universality of humn problem. Using this framework, it is possible to
introduce students (and teachers) to a variety of perspectives concerning the
cultures of Iatin America.

In addition to the above theoretical orientation Center coordinators
had definite criteria for the selection of participating instructors. These
included: intellectual ability, activation, cross-cultural sinners, communica-
tion skills, and capacity to innovate. In spring 1976 invitations and
information were sent out to member colleges of the League for Innovation in
the Community College. Interviews were held at UCIA in My.

Once selected, participants enrolled in the first phase of the project:
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two Saturdays (June 5 and 12) of orientation conducted for credit (2 units,
professional series) under the auspices of UCIA Extension. The program was
as follows:

Anthropology X455: Mexican Culture Society

June 5

9-10: 30 Socio-Cultural Framework
for the Teaching of Latin
American Studies--Dr.
Johannes Wilbert, Director,
UCIA Latin American Center

10: 30-12 The Geography and Ecology
of MexicoDr. Henry Erman,
UCLA

1-2: 30 The Folk Art of Modern
Mexico--/dtr. Raul Lopez,
UCIA

2: 30-14

4-5

The following

June 12

An Overview of Siexican History
(Conquest to Revolution)-44r.
Ramon Penichet, Claremont Uni-
versity Center, Chicano Studies
Center

Economic Change in Mexico Sire's
1940Dr. Phillip Koldewyn,
Claremont Men's College

The Pre-Colunbian Civilizations
of Western Meso-America (Nahuatl
Syhere)--Dr. Henry B. Nicholson,
UCLA

Oaxaca FolkloreDr. Fadwa Oaxaca: Peasant Socio-Economic
El Guindi, UCIA NetworksDr. Clyde M. Wood, UCIA

Travel hints, logistics, Travel hints, logistics,
discussion discussion

was assigned as general background reading:
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After the orientation, participating faculty enrolled in UCLA Summer
Session (S250A, S250B, Sem( nar in latin American Studies, 8 units of graduate
credit) for the second phase of the project which consisted of six weeks
(June 27-Avirst 8) of instruction and living experience in Mexico. Originally
we planned to use Mexico City as our center of operations for five weeks while
affiliated with the Universidad Nacioml Automat de Mexico and the Universidad
ds las Americas of Puebla. The sixth veek was to be spent on a field trip to
Oaxaca. However, the Universidad de las Americas vas on strike throughout the
spring and summer, and our contact at UNAM, the dean of the overseas progmm,
had been promoted to a different position by the time our project vas tinded.
These changes mde it Impossible to organize a flexible program of studies
tailored to the professional needs of our participating instructors. It
became necessary to reorganize the in-country curriculum.

Portumtely for us, the overseas program officer for the University of
California, Dr. Julian Palley, put us in touch with Cesanalnac, a Cuermvaca
bicultural institution ranked among the five best schools for foreign students
in Mexico. Cesanahuac put together an educatioml paclage including Instruction,
tours, and living accommodations. The schedule started with three weeks in
Cuermvaca, contimed for two weeks in Mexico City, and concluded with one week
in Oaxaca:

Cuermvaca June 28-July 4

Courses: Orientation to Mexican History; History of Morelos--
ft. riancisco Guerrero

Mexican Literature; Women in Mexico--Ms. Margarita Ortega

Monday June 28

Class: 9-10: 30 11-12: 30 3-4: 30

Tuesday June 29

All-day tour: Cuermvaca City; Ruins, &Scale), Palace, Church,
Boras Gardens, Museum

Wednesday June 30

Class: 9-10: 30 11-12: 30

Curriculum Meeting: 12: 30-2: 00

Group Project Meeting: 4:00 (followed by iviivithal project meetings)
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Thursday July 1

All-day tow: Three haciendas outside Cuermvaca; Comunity Project--
Colonla Ruben Jaramillo

Friday July 2

Class: 9-10: 30 11-12: 30

Group Project Meeting: 14-5:30 (including scheduling for next week)

Cuernavaca July 5-July 11

Courses: Twentieth Century Mexican Politics: Agrarian Rerform
Cooperatives and. Peasant EducationMexican official
Pre-Coluthizn and Spanish architecture of Morelos--
Mr. Valente Quint°

Psychology of the Megican: Pre-Conquest to Modern--
MI, Sylvia Marcos

Monday July 5

mum: 9-10: 30 11-12: 30

Group Meeting: 12: 30-1: 30

Tuesday July 6

All-day tour: Xochicaleo ruins; Las Grutas (cIlves) in Guerrero

Wednesday July 7

Class: 9-10: 30 11-12: 30

Group Meeting: 12: 30-1: 30

r our: Cuermvaca State Prison ,(optional)

latin American Music Recital: 7:30

Thursday July 8

All-day tour: Taxco

Friday July 9

Class : 9-10: 30 11-12: 30

Group Meeting: 12:30-1:30 (including scheduling for next week)

8
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Cuernavaca July 12-July 18

Courses: Pre-Hinanic Cultvres of MexicoDr. Carmen Cook de Leonard
Mexican Ethnology-41r. Francisco Guerrero

Monday July 12

Class: 9-10: 30 11-12: 30

Group Meet ing: 12: 30

Tuesday July 13

Class : 9-10: 30 11-12: 30

Wednesday July 14

All-day tour: Tepoztlgfn, village, market and church; Tepozteco ruins

Thursday July 15

Class : 9-10: 30 11-12: 30

Group Meeting: 12:30-1:30 (including scheduling for next week)

Friday July 16

All-day tour: Malinalco ruins

Mexico City July 19-July 25

Courses: The Mexican Economy--Mr. Enrique Trevino
Mexican Revolution, Mexican Ethnogzarby and Archeology--
kr, Francisco Guerrero (at the Museum of Anthropology)

Monday July 19

Class: 9-10: 30 11-12: 30

Tuesday July 20

All-clay tour and lectures: National Museum of Anthropology

Wednesday July 21

Mass : 9-11: 30

Thursday July 22

All-day tour: Cuicuilco ruins; Champingo University; Tepexpan ruins;
Teotihuacin ruins

9
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Friday July 13

Class : 9-U: 00

Group Meeting: 11-12:30

Mexico City July 26-August 1

Courses: Contezporary Mexican Nconomics--Mr. Nnrique Trevino and
Mr. /Enrique Ruiz (Natioml Polytechnical Institute)
Modern Mexican Art History-41r. Roberto Berdecio

Moneay July 26

Group Meeting: 9-10:30

Individual Project Research: Rill day

Tuesday July 27

Group Meeting: 9-10:30

Individual Project Research: fUll day

Slide Show and Lecture--Dre Scott Robinson: Rthnogra.phy 8:00

Wednesday July 28

AU-day tours: Cholula ruins: Puebla

Thurs day July 29

Ail-day tour: Tula ruins

friday July 30

Class : 10-5: 00--in Berdec io 's studio
6: 00-9: 00

Oaxaca August 1-August 8

Sunday August 1

Afternoon tours: Tlacolula Sunfty Ilsrket; TeotitLin dal Valle
weaving village

Monday August 2

Tours: Tule; Mitla ruins

t 0



Tuesday August 3

Morning tours: unnte Alban ruins; Cuilpan Church

Afternoon tours: Dainzu, Lambitieco, Yagul ruins

Wednesday August 4

Morning tours: Ma market

Afternoon tours: Oaxaca Museums

Thursday August 5

Morning tours: Zaachila market and ruins

Group and Individual Project Meeting: 4-7:00

Fricay August 6

Morning tours: Ocotlin, Jalieza, Coyotepec markets

Saturday August 7

Morning: Oaxaca market

During selection interviews t,-. UCLA coordinators made a special effort
to sound out the motivation and 1,-,Are.t-.3 of each individual. At the discussion
sections of the orientation partic,-..a..,- were encouraged.to begin thinking about
a specific topic to be developed irt) a teaChing module. In Mexico the first
group meetings at Cuernavaca were spent discussing notential projects. Bythe
ead of the first week instructors were required to put inwriting a set of
general goals. Upon arrival in Mexico City, at the mid-point of the project,
a written "praise definition" was required. Finally, before departure frmn
Oaxaca each penmen eubmitted a skeleton outline of hin ar her proposed
teaching unit.

Although the program coordinator, Dr. Sharon and the curriculum
development specialist, Dr. Maksik4 were both avail:ble for consultation,
throughout our stay in Mexico the brunt of the responsibility for a final
product was placed squarely on the shoulders of participating faculty. They
were treated as practicing professionals eho best knew the needs of their
reepective students and schools. Since initiative was encouraged, weekends
and as many afternoons as possible were left open for the pursuit of individual
projects. Also supplemental stipends were made available for books and travel
not included in the structured prograal. The rationale for this approach vas
that it would produce units and coursed that could be fitted into ongoing
curricula at the home community college campuses thus obviating the need for
courplicated emcee approval procedures.

The third phase of Project Mexico consisted of workshops at UCLA.
After eight weeks of reading and planning, the group met on Saturday evening,
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October 2 at the home of Dr. Wilbert, Director of the UCLA Latin American
Center. This reunion allowed everyone to review the events of the cummer and
see the slides and films that had been developed in the interim. Theret
followed four Saturday workshop (October 9, 16, 23, 30) at which participants
were expected to develop the outlines written in Mexico. In order to allow for
1%11 iarticipation by each individual, half of the group met for the first two
Satyr lays with the retaining half meeting on the bat two Saturdays. The two
halves were grouped according to complementarity of subject matter. Using
seminar procedures, oral presentations were given followed by group commentary.
Teaching modules were due in November. A final reunion was held at Dr.
Wilbert% house on Tuesday, December 28 to allow participants to infornally
comptre notes,

Evaluation

Evaluation of the project was made after each participant took part in
the orientation program and again after the completion of a geographical segment
of the journey through Mexico. Thus, each member of the group evaluated both
the program and his progress through it at the end of experiences in
Cuerevaca, Mexico City, and Wawa. In addition, each participant made a
sumeative evaluation of the entire project at the end of the uU six weeks.

The evaliation procedure was designed to allow members of the group to
assess programmatic features of the project as well his or her own itafillment
of individual goals and objectives. Further, the method of evaluation uaed
permits a cumulative aralysis of the project. Thus the rating given after
one week in Oaxaca takes into consideration the pre;ious five weeks. The
cumulative effect of the evaluation is difficult to quantify and iaolate but
is evident in the continuum of rising scores.

An important component of the evaluation of Project Mexico will be
follow-up atalysez based upon instruments mailed to participants approxinstely
one year from now. These will reflect the relationship between the developeent
of curriculum materials derived from participation in the project and their

.utilization in ccemminity college classrooms.

I. Orientation Evaluation

The pre-project orientation evahation assesses participams' reactions
to the format of the program and to the study of ;articular subject matterareas. Scores reflect a generrally high level of satisfaction in bot.h areas
although there is some concern regarding the opportunity to intenct with
lecturers and other mesbers of the group,

A master telly of responses follows.
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Part A

1. To *at extent did the format of the orientation provide opportunitsrto
gab:questions related to the information, presented?

3 ll 0
a) more than enough b) enough c) not enough

2. TY What extent did the finest a the crientationprovideopportunity
to ask travel.ralated questions?

2 9 3
a) more than enough b) enough c) not enough

3$ To What extent Math., format of the orientationsmymide interaction
with grouponmtims and coordinators?

2 9 3
a) more than enough b) enough 0 not enough

4. Toldwit extent did the format of the orientation provide opportunity
to digest materials presented!

1 9 4
a) more than enough b) enough c) not enough

Part B

1. To what'extent did the materials presented increase your confidence
in being able to satistartorilycomplete the final assignmemt of the
creation of a teaching module/

8 5 0
a) significantly b) someOhat c) not at all

2. To what extent did the materials presented increase your confidence
in being able to approadh the travel experience of living in another
culture?

11 3 0
a) significantly b) sommOhat c) not at all

3. To What extent didthe materials presented provide theoretical tools
to assimilate and organise anticipated learning experiences in Mexico?

7 7 0
a) significantly b) someWhat c) not at all

4 To What extent did the materials presented contribute to a refinement
of your concept of Mbmican culture?

13 1 0
a) significantly b) someWhat c) not at all

5. To what extent did the materials presented increase your understanding
of Median history?

14 0 0
a) mignifioantly b) someWhat c) not at all
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6. To what extent did the materiala presented
of Mexican socio-economic patterns?

10 4
a) significantly b) somewhat

7. To what extent did the materials presented
of recent politioal trends in Mexico?

3 11
a) significantly b) somewhat

increase your understanding

0
c) not at all

increase your understanding

0
c) not at all

8. To what extent did the materials presented provide you with theoretical
tools with whieh to approach the creation of a teaching module which
utilises selected learning experiences in Mexico?

7 7 0
a) significantly b) somewhat c) not at all

9. To what extent did the matarials presented increase your perception
of the relationship of Project Mexico to your own professional worB2

11 3 0
a) significantly b) somewhat c) not at all

1(Y. To what extent did the materials presented increase your general
preparedness to participate in Project Mexico?

12 2 0
a) significantly b) somewhat c) not at all.

II. Three Part Program levaluation

Instruments were administered after each segment of the project in
Mexico. Eadh particitant answered sixteen questions after completion of the
Cuernavaca, Mexico City, and Oaxaca programs.

Scores indicate a progressive cultural and professional adjustment to the
project as well as assessments of individual components of the program. For
maple, item 2 reveals an initial frustration with course work in Cuernavaca
and its application to the participants' professional goals and objectives for
the program. As individual goals are refined however, the participant is able
to apply instructional and cultural input to his particular needs. Byrthe
final evaluation the scores have been =bed significantly.

A similar -"ttern is noted in items 12 and 13. In each case scores
indicate some cm deice as to the application of theoretical models to
individual goals. In both cases participant responses indicate increasing
confidence and utilimrtion of theoretical teols as working models. It should
be noted however, that operationalization of these models was primarily the
respoomibility of the UCLA staff. Individual instructors were not expected
to internalize all aspects of our theoretical orientation.

Item 10, among others, reveals the exigencies of arranging formal
lectures and academic classes in Mexico. In this case an afternoon with a
prominent Mexican artist on the final day of the Mexico City segment
significantly altered the rating given to the item.
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Item 5, considered by the coordinators to be the most important in
this pOrtion of the emanation, provides another example of the cumulative
effect of the facperiences of the particiTants. Although a high rating is
azareet from the outset, six weeks of travel and work has- raised the score
ignificantly.

A master sheet of responses follows. Questions ware answered on the
basis of a ten point soale with 10 being the highest. Mean scores are
given fbr each item.
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Mow well did the learning experiences directly related to
the project apply to your specific problem fbcus?

How well did the formal course work provided enable you
to deal with your specific problem focus?

How well did informal learning experiences (field trips,
discussions with instructors and U.C.L.A. staff) enable
to deal with your specific problem focus?

To what extent do you feel able to directly utilize what
you have learned and experienced in your professional
assignment?

To what extent cud the learning experiences directly related
to the project increase your underet.nding of Mexican culture?

To what extent wetre experiences unrelated to the project
(those associated with travelling and living in a different
culture) significant to you in your professioml lifer

To what extent did the learning experiences directly related
to the project increase your understanding of Mexican history?

To what extent did the learning experiences directly related
to the project increase your understanding of Mexican socio-
economic Tatterns

To what extent did the learning experiences directly related
to the project increase your understanding of Mexican
political trends?

To what extent did the learning experiences directly related
to the project increase your understanding of Mexican art
and literature?

14

Cuernavaca
1.

Mexico
2.

Oaxaca

3.

5.07 5.50 5.10

3.85 4. 36 5.60

6.21 7.16 7.15

6.28 7. 73 8. 42

8.07 8. 73 9.64

7.00 7.38 8.07

7.71 6.96 8.57

6.67 7.34 7.32

6. 07 6. 35 7.07

3.142 7.64 7. 20
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Cuernavaca Mexico 'Oaxaca
1. 2. 3.

To what extent did the. learning experiermes dixectly related
to the project incraase ram ability to perceive Mexico
tem an anthropolf,gical perspective?

To what extent were you able to utilise the theoretical
model for looking at culture in approaching your problem
focus 'for the project?

To what extent have the theoretical tools related to cur-
riculum development which have been presented bean vabable
in focusing your research?

To what extent has consultation with the Curriculum Specialist
and Project Coordimtor been valtable in helping to focus your
research?

How te.4.14 you rate the overall effectiveness of the instructors
as compared with others you have had?

How would you rate the overall value of the courses to you as
compared with others you have taken?

6.71 8.03 9.00

3.61 5.10 5.58

14. 33 5.30 6.3.0

5,76 6.54 7.50

4.92 6.04 5.45

5.23 5.41 5.81



Individtal Professional Goals Evaluation

Each participant vas asked to state up to five professional objectives
and to evaluate the extent of their attainment after each stage of the project.
There were two purposes fOr this: first, to give the members of the group
the opportunity to ascertain the extent of their own progress towards their
goals and, second, to insure that each member of the group had a clear and
precise focus for his efforts. The latter purpose was mat necessary
considering the amount of experiential and academic notarial the group was
asked to process.

Participant evaluation demonstrates a steadily rising and consistently
high level of attainment in this area. Due, however, to the clanging nature
of the objectives and their refinement in consultation with the coordinators,
meaningful scores are not available for this section of the evalmtion. The
final products, the teaching modules, for which each member of the group was
responsible are included in the appendix of this report and testify to the
satisfaction of each member's p.rtioular goals.

IV. Su:motive Eva ltation

The sunmative wvaluatiors is in two parts. The first seeks to determine
the level of success of stmtwill r.spects of the program the second provides
the onortunity for each group member to describe in mrrative fors his or
her reactions to the entire project. (Part of the instrument which will be
used for a follow-1w evaluntion will be in this form as well.)

It will be noted that in Part A there is general satisfaction with
the forest and suture of the program. Items 6, 10, and IA indicate a desire
for more academic structure in certain areas, particularly that of fornal
course work, It is recognized that indeed this might be deemed a weakness
in the project as a whole and reasons for it are enumerated elsewhere in
the report. This evaltation should be seen, however, in the context of
individual differences of personality and work lobits as well as the diffi-
culties of scheduling alluded to above. In addition, these results should
be seen in relation to the high level of inportane. ascribed to infornal
experiences and travel by the participants see Items 3 and 6, Part II).

What **novo is a muter sheet of responses to the first part of the
emotive evaluation.
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PARZ A.

How often during the course of the project did you do the following things?
(Check the appropriate space before each of the activities listed below.)

8 4 2 0 1, Took detailed notes in class or on reading assignments.

1 1 2 1 2. Memorized facts, vocabulary, and terminology.

2 6 2 1 3. Attempted to explain the material to a colleague.

2 8 1 0 4. Thougit about application of the mterial to other situations.

11 2 1 0 5. Attempted to relate the material to ideas and experiewes of my own.

O 6. Looked for some basic structure or organization in the material.

2 7. Postponed doing work related to the course.

1 8. Voluntarily aid work which was not required.

1 9. Felt overburdened with work and responsibilities.

o 10. Felt that increased concentration on a subject would have been helpful.

3.1. Felt that mterial was irrelevant to my concerns.

O 12. Sought out the instructor for additional information or discussion.

12 33. Felt inhibited by the discipline of the course work.

2 VI. Felt the need for acre structured assignments and focus.

8

0 2 10

2 6 4

0 0

It 2

0 2 2

1 2 8

0 1 1

2 6 2

Part B of the stmentive evaluation enables each participant to give,
in narrative form, him or her impressions of the entire project. The
utilization of this form of evaluation takes into consideration the complexities
of culture shock normally encountered on foreign projects as well as the
intricacies of intergroup relations. Both hotors are necessarily a part of
pmrticipation in, and evaluation of, such a project.
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According to the narrative evaluation the project can be considered
a success. The frustrations created by the lack of organization demonstrated
by certain in-country agencies were dealt with easily by most participants.
Prataps the most significant weakness of the project, as revealed by the
evaluations, lay in this area and was due to the failure of the responsible
institution to provide sufficient academic direction and organization of
course work. It should be added that educational tours were well coordinited.

The summary of rayons*s which follows,however, den:initiates the overall
success of the project and the enthusiasm and appreciation of its participants;
Part B.

1. WHAT Do YOU =SIDER TO HAIM URI ma STROKUNT AND MOOT IILINSRTS
OP TM! PROM?

The strongest elements of the project were considered to be the balance
between infornal and formal educational experiences and the opportunity to
interact with Mexican families and individualm. This exposure referred to by
virtually all particizants in term of cultural contact and understanding, was
the most significant strength noted.

The weakest elements were considered to be the lack of academic organization
and preparation by the agency responsible fir the project in Mexico. This was
expressed with referemk. to course work and lectures and usually qualified
with exceptions. It vas also felt by two participants that language ability
in Spanish should have been a prerequisite tbr participation in the project.

2. DID TIM PROJICT MIT TIM MCPICTATIONS YOU HAD WHIN YOU ENROL=
NOT FLUBS =PLAIN MI DIFFIEURICIS.

Responses to this item where nearly unanimously positive. in some cases
expectations were =needed. Negative responses cited the academic planning
referred to above and the desire fbr owe in-depth study in certain subject
areas. One larticipant encessed disappoistmentithat language immersion was
not a part of the project.

3. MI WOUID YOU RATE TM PROM? ON THE Form= CONTBUUMI

Very 1 2 6 / 8 2 10 Very
tec..nical 1 1 It 5 2 humanistic

h. COMET ON YOUR SATISFACTION CONCIRNIN3 WHERE YOU PLACID THIS
PAOSIOT Off THE ABOVI CONTINUUM.

The scale indicates that most participants felt the project vas
essentially hunanistio. General satisfaction with this emphasis was expressed
with the aceptions that one participant felt more structure vas needed and
two wished for more focus in specific subject areas.
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5. HAVE YOUR PROFESSIONAL PLANS OR EXPECTATIONS CHARGED OR BEEN MODIFIED
AS A RESULT OF YOUR EXPERIENCES? PLEASE COMMENT.

Answers to this item reflect the high level of success which the
project can claim. Participants, almost without exception, voiced a new or
stronger commitment to Mexican studies. One participant said that she
intends to pursue an additional degree in the area and several others
indicated that their experiences woulsi enable them to develop curriculum
nateriale tbr their courses and colleges. SeVeral participants said that they
would return to Mexico to tUrther upgrade their capabilities and almost all
felt that both personally sad professionally they would be able to make a more
significant contribution to their various subject areas.

6. PLEASE comae AS TO YOUR OVERALL VALUATION OF YOUR IMMtliNCES
AND THE PROJECT.

Answers to this item were extremely positive. Most participants felt
that the project was invaluable to them as far as understanding Mexican culture
and stabled them to grow personally and professionally. Several recommended
that similar projects be conducted and funded in the Mize and pointed to
their own experiences as recouniendations for such funding.

Three participants expressed disappointment in the nature of the
academic focus in certain sUbject areas and two reaffirmed their feeling that
fluency in Spaniel should be required of all Who take part.

Generally then, the evaluations indicate a strong feeling of accomplish-
ment on the part of members of the group. It should be added that during the
one month of workshops conducted after the group's return to the United States,
each member of the group demonstrated that this feeling vas in fact justified.
The product of the workshops nukes up the appendix of this report.

Results

We feel that the success of our relatively unstrxtvred, self-motivated
format is denonstrated by the calibre of the appended teaching nodules. Little
connnent is necessary. The modules speak for themselves. They are first-rate
productions, the work of accomplished professionals. Nevertheless, some
explanation is required regarding their coordination as a "cultural package"
for utilization, in whole or part, by coninunity colleges with latin American
and Chicano studies programs.

The first two units in the appendix were prepared by UCLA Latin American
Center employees, Ms. Carol Starcevic, Assistant to the Director and a graduate
student in the School of Edvcation, and Ms. Allyn Sinderbrand, Research
Assistant in the Center's curriculum development project and a graduate student
in the Iatin American studies program. Their assignments consisted of finding
ways and means to integrate teaching arklu les into an overall plan which would
foLcilitcte information retrieval and dissemination. Ms. Starcevic was
responsible for keeping track of the develoment of individual teaching modules
in order to help with coordination. She also was the liaison between Project
Mexico and the Educational Resources Intonation Center (E(IC), Clearinghouse
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tbr Jimior Colleges at UCIA. Due to her effbrts mxlmles were prepared
according to MC guidelines. This will greatly facilitate dissemination.

Sinderbrand IAA responsible tbr adapting the socio-cultural
teamwork depicted in Figure 1 to tbe teaching nterials generated by Project
Mexico. She voed the model more dynamic by expanding it to imlude a
traditional/transitional/Modern continuums. This nukes it, possible ,to pin-
point individual Nimes and iimmonstrate hoir they relate to the other nodules
in las Plenine. t elao revials orientation and disciplines that can be
encomassed by Azbure projects.

.

The rosining thirteen units in the appendix consist of the teaching
modules themselves. Nine deal with Meaciumn topics, but two of these
(Spezia IIntroduction to the language owl lultwe of )aldo -and Mulish
Writing Iab) are Loggia mynas that overlap ,to a degree with the rosining
four modules, which deal specifically-with Chicano Studio. .0f the 'fair
Chicano studies courses two (Fariching Self-Concent Through Bicultural
ApproachesGroup Counseling !Or Chicane ant Couseeling and Guidance--
Personal Development for Chicanos, Effective Learning for Chicanos) address
themselves to the important issue of helping Chicano students.idapt to a
college environs**. A third Chicano course (Mexico and.California: 1900-
1920) &KU with a vital historical period in the Chicano experience while
the fourth module (Sooio-Politico Develcopment of the Chicano and His Role
within Latin American Society) places the Chicano in the larger perspective
of latin Awrica, an approach that is generally neglected in current Chicano
studies programs.

Among the modules dealing with Mexico the humanities are well
represented (Literature of and about )Iexico, 143dern Mexican Painting, Aspects
of Mexican -Music). On the borderline between the humanities and social sciences,
are two courses on Mexican religion, past and present (Pre-Columbian Male Myths
and Religious Syncretism in Mexico). Of the two remaining courses one (The
Mexican Revolution of 1910) covers one of The major social movements of the
twentieth century while the other (Mexican Identity) focuses on a matter of
vital importance in understanding both Mexican and Chicano culture.

Regarding dissemination of our final product, in addition to IMIC/
distribution, this report will be sent to the fifteen participants in Project
Mexico. Additional copies will be kept in the files of the UCLA Latin
American Center and at the headquarters of the League for Innovation in the
Community College. Dr. Frederick Kintner of the UCIA School of Iducation
intends to assign this report se reading for his laminar 261Dithe Calamity
College: International Developments. Also in his capacity as Director of the
UCLA Comemity College Leadership Program (serving Southern California,
Arizona, Nevada, and Rawaii) he vill bring Project Mexico to the attention
of the executive officers of moron western calamity colleges.

Future Plans

Two instructors from Bakssfield Community College participated in
Projeot Mexico. Growing out of this association, the UCIA latin American
Center is currently collaborating on three proposals recently submitted by
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Dr. Jesus G. Nieto, Director of the Chicano Cultural Center, Bakersfield
College. We have offered to serve as guest lecturers for their Humanities--
Interdisciplimry Chicano Studies Project submitted to the National Endowment
for the Humanities as well as for the orientation on their International
Bilingual Bicultural Project in Mexico and Peru witmitted to the Fulbright-Hays
Training GrantsGroup Projects Abroad. Also ..ollaboration on an anthology
and state-wide conference on Chicano studies is envisioned as part of their
wojented Intercultural Program in Chicano Studies submitted as a Title IX:
Ethnic Heritage Program. On international education, the Center Nana to
pioneer a pilot cosisunity college program to be instituted in Venezuela in
cooperation with the Ministry of Education. Finally, Dr. Sharon, Program
Coordinator for Project Mexico, will be conducting anthropological research in
Peru until fall 1978. He plans to take advantage of his presence in tbat
country to lay the groundwork for Project Peru, which is tentatively scheduled
for sumac 1978.
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Nri1110(2: COORDINATION gna mossoyan
o UCIA latin American Center

Fifteen indivithal course mita on Latin American Studies will be
produced for causality collage clusroom use as a result of Project Mexico.
The UCIA JAtin American Center ha* received enthusiastic support and
cooperation ikon the on-oampus Xducatioml. Resources Information Center
(IRIC)--ome of sixteen such clearinghouses around the country for junior
college miterials, 'llad is sponsored by the National Institute of Education.
Meetings were held with MC director, Profesior Aril= M. Cohen and this
author, a Latin American Cuter administrator for.Projettt Mexico, to discuss
the feasibility of admitting the Project Mac* units on miativitinhe for
cataloging and tbr.Pdgioation in ilSIC's nontlil; journal; "Reiourcas in
laccatieno" Tble Joorml it' received bY Morales and collOgai was the
United Statu thereby a tfor41. coasidarable expOsure and accessibility to
vroject Mexico course uult.4 4.41 the respective colleges and teachers
represented therein. At present, XREC 's international holdingi are not
exteusivo, closisting vainly of inibrmtion on Canada-and Piero Rico; the
latin Acert......n Studies modules submitted from, Project MOWN) would thereibre
help in expanding the clearinghouse's cross-cultural collection.

DUrii* the six-week stay in Mexico, teachers were interviewed and
consulted on a perielc basis by the author. Individml, one-torone
discussions were he.14 to review progress on teachers' respective course units:
what help uns needed in gaining access to local officials .and imititutions;
what goals were feasible within given logistic and time constraints and
similar problems. Xvery effort was made to facilitate teacheri conducting
their own research and investigations for course nodules. Spanish-Inglish
translation was provided when needed. Weekly group sessions were held so
that teachers could discuss their projects, benefit from saltidisciplinary
!setback from their peers, and keep abreast of developments in other projects.
Ample apportmity was provided to visit libraries schedule appointments and
observe swims educational. settings as vehicles ibr conceptualising course
units. The group also attended classes three times a week. These Lectures
were given by experts on a variety of subjects such as anthropology,
economics, history, political science and psychology. A monetary allowance
was node available so that each teacher coulii purchase books in Mexico on
material cormane to his or hir field of study; mny of these, such as
publications on art, are not readily found in the United States.

Once beak in Southern Califbrnia, four all-day workshops were held
during the north of October to provide an open forum for discussion end
general appraisal of the Project. All nodules, many of them multimedia in
nature, ware presented as i...nished produots to the group for evaluation.
Again, the author herself a doctoral student in international education,
vas able to meet with participants to review final drafts and thmiliarize
each teacher with the necessary procedures for operationslizing their nodules
within the MC system. Along with these discussions, participants received
specific and detailed intbrmation on =IC requissimeOts by nail (see enclosed).
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Course units were written according to various guidelines suggested
by, ERIC for expedient processing. The units were to be prepared in as =Nal
detail as possible, including course outline or description in narrative
farm; learning Objectives; description of any matimedic packages to be used
in class; examples of tests, exercises, exams; nUmber of classroom hours and
any new materials developed by the teacher for the course. Units were also
geared for adaptabilitn facilitating their application and transference to
other classrooms far community college teachers elseWhere in the U.S. One
participant, Allyn Sinderbrar4 devised a curriculum model or matrix (see
next unit), which is structured to incorporate the thirteen Project Mexico
course units based on a social science/humanities framework. The model ie
designed to assist conntmity college instructors in dhoosing a course of
study most appropriate to sUbject matter they wish to teach.

It is hoped that this cooperative and mutually beneficial arrangement
between the UCLA Istin American Center and the =IC clearinghouse at UCLA
can be maintained for future projects such as the one in Mexico.

And, in point of fact, two such ventures are currently being considered
for development. Dr. Douglas Sharon, who directed Project Mexico in the
summer of 1976, will be in Peru through 1978. The latin American Center is
hopeful that, with careful coordination, Project Peru can be scheduled for
the summer of 1978. Dr. Sharon, already then in the field, would be able to
again assume directorship of the Project once the partioipating teachers
arrive from the United States. One major advantage the Peruvian effort would
have over Project Mexico is the assurance of extensive and thorough planning
accosplished by Dr. Sharon prior to the study tour's inception in Peru
coordinated together with the necessary administrative details in California
by thia author. Project Peru would be based on a format similar to that
used in Mexico, allaying for changes arlaing in logistics, curriculum and
culture. It is hoped that other projects in latin America similar to those
in Mexico and Peru can be desisned in the future.

A second opportunity for Latin Amerioan Center involvement with
community college activity comes from Venezuela. The Center has been directly
contacted by the Is Salle Foundation, a research organization for the nattnial
sciences with headquarters in Caracas, for assistance with curriculum develop-
ment, The Foundation would be establishing three new institutions at the
equivalent of our junior college level, all requiring help in curricula
design in three areas respectively: sta, land, and industry. The Istin
American Center'''. persoal contacts in Venezuela are excellent including
extremely cordial relations with the :)ffice of the President and other
administrative officials which would greatly facilitate collaboration and
communication. This enterprise would require extensive research on the Center's
part, locating existing courses with these foci in local community colleges.
Those courses not already extant would have to be designed and developed by
appropriate faculty for offering in Venezuela. The Center director, together
with this author and other Center personnel would be committed, on a long-
range basis, to accomplishing this task.
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All three curriculun development projects, described above (Mexico,
Peru, Venezuela), have been or would be packsaged tbr disseninatioo by the
litIC clearinghouse in its monthly 'index, "Resources in Iduration." These
projects could also conoeirably be incorporated into the currieulum nodal
gweviously.mentioned. In addition, the Win Mariam Crater would keep
comb** files On each come unit submitted by partioipants who, in turn;
will also receive a. copy of all units prodiced by teachers on the Project,

. .

Furth* arrangements for diraemination of masks units produced in
the laws through Other eomamity college endeavors have been ande. The
Westwood offics . of the LOVA for Innovation in the flommanity Valois has
expressed.strong interest in asintaining close ties vith the Center Ind
v113. be kept up to -date on 'project files and 'developments:: 'Ilimontive
Dlreotor Dr..D. lamor, Johnson bas met On a 'continuing .U011 vittit representa-
tives of the Center ibr. this perpose. The Log* touralo4-..16 1903; is a
'national organisation of jraior oollege districts whiCh *Ira ; through .

cooperative work, :to encourage .ind 'emirate irocration and 4perisientation
designed to improve varied aspects of college operatiol. Work Of:the losgu
includes an emphasis. on ourridulms develOpment,. the lopraierank-cif Instruct:ion,
and the strengthening of Student .personnel.services. The. Iragneevaltation
of Project Mexico has been mctrenely favorable -and enomarigilg:Ibt other
projects of this nature.

The WU. Graduate School Of Education's Dram Advisory'Cramittee ibr
the Latin American Center, *aired by Prolbesor Charlotte. Otabtame, will alsoact as diseeminating agent lb* the Center's, edaratiorkselatedrativities.
Meetings with Center 'representatives are held twice each academie quarter;
committee members are Cranny of the Gradrate Scheel of Inucation, appointed
by the Dean,' mho are active in latin American research and.teaching.

Dr. Frederick Kintsor member of the Dean's Advisory, Committee, is
also Director of the UCLA Chmunity College Leadership' Program. This
organisation has also apressed a wish to colleborate vith aMb. informed
of Center lawsuits in the comramity collage field. The Lradenbip Program's
Advisory Board, conmisting of college presidents, chancellors and surrinten-
dents has voiced especial interest in the Latin American Center's involvement
in Venesue/a.

Ey virtue of her current position as Assistant to the Director of the
Latin American Center, and student status in the Gradnite.School of lidwration's
doctoral 'program, this rather vill aintali an active interest sid-Participa-
*ion in Crater setivities oonsensimg oomaunity oollogello Isidniiierican"arek
Owns* and higher education adllisloicratlon in general. Through projects such
as that randuOted inlissiso tide mummer ralvable preradrats -in mavericks:0
sad operation have been set trwhieh stimpequent efibrta Can only;profit, The
Commadtroomoge. field is en issortant one of irareraing mown and
irivolverant. for the Latin AlOricin Center. We ere micat .optialstie that, with
the map emerging opportualties in latin paaricaggitudlaa at this level,
foopoiativo *Meta vith omaaiity ooilages aan &frac* aa a poduotive
poseastout Or "Attu Awstioan activity.



UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES

SIONIKLXV DAVIS IRVINK LOS ANCIILSS RIMINI* SAN DIM/ SAN ERANCISCO

!Ain American 'Center
LOS ANGUELES, CALIFORNIA 90024

October 23, 1976

TO: "Project Mexico" Puticipants

1110111: Carol Btarcevic, Assistant to the Director
UCLA latin Myriam Center

SUATICT: 12IC Guidelines for course units

The following is a set of suggested guidelines for submitting course unit
outlines and materials to Mc, (see.blne pasghlet attached). 11111C

synthesises inibriation received inte abstract fOrit for pthliehing in its
aouthly Wes of biblingrePliin listings based om a activator ,retrieval
system. This monthly index is sett out to oollages and Libreria" around
the country.

1.

2.

All unite should be as detailed skposaible. (54 of all
asteriS1 received by ERW-Wrejebted.die.to pOorlywritten
copy,) U posilible; inCludi the following: .

-course outline in narrative ibror or .description of .yOur unit
- Isarning objectival' .

-description of 'any multimedia package! used, in .Ynnr.. conine.
(DO NOT lamina acttal slides, ':tecords. rite.)

- esamptes of tarts, moraines, mime msed An your course
-number, of -classroote hours ,
-ascription or any new materials. you developed for 'the course
-any other inforeation you deem useinl

All units should be tub, Us. A community college teacher in
Mears, for asuctle, ahoviL be able to adapt yotir. unit to his/
her course just by reading it, .

AU units should be in clear, clean suitable for reproduction.
A WOK is acceptable; the-origin' -.1m better.. .All-
goes on microfiche so all cOpy 'received ant be "filmable."
Use opaque paper, not' onionskin.

All units must have identical title roe; plese model yours
after the example attachea.

attached: MC pamphlet
examts of title page
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UCIA IATTS AMERICA/I CENTER CURRICULUM DEVIEDPMENT PROJECT
THROBITICAL MGM PCB CIBRICULUM DIVRICGMBff
Allyn Sinderbrand, UCLA Latin American Center

The conceptual model for the studrof culture is begun by operationally
defining culture as a oomposition of three general systems: valuw, socio-
economics, and industry and technology.. These are seen as interdependent
systems, which interrelate to create the tram:les of society. Each system
can also be divided into corresponding subsystems, to facilitate Anther study.

As the culture of Latin American society j*: the target of this study,
the next step in the construction of the model is to citegOrize the society
under investigatiom, in order to -facilitate a .regionoside &Mayville. Such a
categorisation hal been Created end employed,by limx Weber, vho eohdeptualized
societies in terms of three-ideal typesi traditiOnal, transitional, and
modern. These societal categories ere we31-suited to the stUrly'et Jetta
America. Using the Waberian.taxioncomy,to focus on the .re,latiOnshipe between
the three societal levels, and`the three eulturai **teas wildlife-the basis.
for, studying not only the'tmeiti-orPartieular-popalatiOnti- but else the
dynamic trey& and social developments characteristic to latin America..
See PIG= I.

Introducing academic disciplines to this basic theoretical !millwork
transforms the model into a practical one tbr actual currioulua deVelopment.
The eight humanities and swirl science fields which together mould provide
the most complete overview of Iatin American 'culture Uwe been integrated
into the nodal: Anthropology, Economics. Pins,Arts, GeogreitY,:llistory,
Literature, Political Science, and SoCtiology,w According to 'the traditional
course contents of these disciplines, each field has been categorised here
according to its suitability ftir transmission of the cultural concepts -of
each level of society. See /MUM II. For 'example, the /Model' shows that
the fields of Anthropology, History, and Pine Arts are beet suited to
describing Values of Traditional Society.; Anthropology, Boonomice, Geography,
History, anriSiltical Science most successfUlly describe industry and
Technology of Modern Societ

Project Mexico

bob of the thirteen courses developed by 'Project Mexico can'te Owed
witiiin the curricalna model, demonstrating .the success with 'ditch 'theme
courses can transmit the major trends and developments that characterize
Mexican culture,

*These are also the eight core subject areas of the UCLA, Iatin American
Studies LA. and M.A. Degree Programs.
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In addition to the nine courses dealing with Mexican topics, four
courses were designed specifically for Chicano Studies. The Chicano Studies
materiel also conferms to the curriculum model, because Chicano culture not
only reflects geographical transitions between Mexico and the, United States,
but also processes of cultural tmnsition between the two countries, and
between traditional andmodern soCietal levels.

For the prepare of integration into the curriculum model, Chicano
Studies courses have been separated from Mexico courses, because the
processes of chame for Chicanos and Mexicans are distinctly different.

Replacing the general academic disciplinel in Figure II, each Project
Mexico course has been introduced, according to its suitability fee trans-
mitting the cultural systems of the three levels of society.. bah course
except Pre-Colusibian tinun KAU relates to the processes of change at all
three societal leveLlm--traditioml, transitioml, and modern-iialthough the
focus of course content is on one or two levels. See Figures III and IV.

These two models should assist junior college instructors in selecting
the course of study from among the thirteen presented by Project Mexico that
is best suited to the cultural topic they wish to teach in their classrools.

Conclusinns

It can be seen frau Figures III and IV that the courses developed by
Project Mexico are not equally divided among all three cultural systems.
Project participants did not imlude economists, geographers political
scientists, or sociologists. This imbalance indicates that inbure projects
should select participants who specialize in all eight of the general
Insanities and social science fields.

Despite its weaknesses, Project Mexico has taken steady first steps
towards the development of an interdisciplinary latin American Studies
curriculum to be taught at the junior college level. The Project's
successes as Well as its limitations, accentuate the need for continued
curriculuM development program of this type.
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